
EXPONENTIAL ATTRACTORS FOR SINGULARLY PERTURBEDDAMPED WAVE EQUATIONS: A SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIONALAIN MIRANVILLE1, VITTORINO PATA2, SERGEY ZELIK3Abstrat. This note is onerned with the damped wave equation"2�ttu+ �tu��u+ f(u) = gdepending on a small parameter " and with the orresponding paraboli equation�tu��u+ f(u) = gobtained in the singular limit " ! 0. The existene of a family M" of exponential attratorswhih is H�older ontinuous with respet to " is proved.1. IntrodutionThe longtime behavior of dynamial systems generated by dissipative partial di�erential equa-tions an be better understood by using the onept of a global attrator. This is, by de�nition,the unique ompat invariant set of the phase spae whih attrats the images of all boundedsubsets as time tends to in�nity (see [2, 3, 17℄ and referenes therein). However, the globalattrator may present two essential drawbaks; namely, the rate of attration may be arbitrarilyslow and, as a rule, it annot be estimated in terms of the physial parameters of the systemunder onsideration. Consequently, the global attrator may be very sensitive to perturbations.An alternative objet to desribe the longterm dynamis is an inertial manifold, whih isfree from the above-mentioned drawbaks (see [10℄). Unfortunately, its existene an be provedonly under very restritive spetral gap assumptions, whih an be veri�ed in few partiulardynamial systems, mainly arising from one-dimensional paraboli equations (see also [16℄ fornonexistene examples).In order to overome this diÆulty, an intermediate objet has been introdued in [6℄, anexponential attrator (or inertial set). Although, like the global attrator, it is not a manifoldand usually has an irregular fratal struture, it is �nite-dimensional and its rate of attrationis exponential and measurable in terms of the physial parameters, as in the ase of an inertialmanifold. Besides, an exponential attrator turns out to be almost as general as the globalone, sine its existene an be generally veri�ed whenever a �nite-dimensional global attratoris available.It is also known that an exponential attrator is muh more robust with respet to perturba-tions than the global one. Nonetheless, due to its essential nonuniqueness, only the relativelyweak property of the ontinuity up to time shifts is available (see [6℄), without the proper hoieof a \one-valued branh" in the set of all admissible exponential attrators. Thus, the problem ofa \lever" hoie of an exponential attrator in dependene of perturbation parameters beomesruial in order to obtain upper and lower semiontinuity or H�older ontinuity results with re-spet to perturbations. This problem has been studied for di�erent types of regular and singularperturbations in [7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15℄. However, in all these papers, the H�older ontinuity of thefamily of exponential attrators M" (" is a perturbation parameter) has been proved only at2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 35B33, 35B41, 37L25, 37L30.Key words and phrases. Exponential attrators, damped wave equation, singular perturbation, H�olderontinuity. 1



2 A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKone �xed point " = "0, that is,distsym(M";M"0) � Cj"� "0j#; # > 0;where distsym is the symmetri Hausdor� distane in the proper phase spae (see below). Inaddition, the unperturbed exponential attrator M"0 is needed in order to build M".An alternative framework whih allows to obtain a uniform H�older ontinuity for all reasonablevalues of the perturbation parameter, that is,distsym(M"1 ;M"2) � Cj"1 � "2j#; # > 0;has been reently suggested in [8℄. The result of that paper deals with regular perturbations andis formally appliable to dynamial systems S"(t) ating in the same phase spae and dependingsmoothly on the perturbation parameter ". Besides, the exponential attrator M"0 now onlydepends on the dynamial system S"0(t), and its onstrution requires no information on S"(t)for " 6= "0.The main fous of the present work is to show that the above result an also be applied to thease of singular perturbations by using a simple saling argument. For simpliity, we illustrateour method on the model example of a singularly perturbed damped wave equation, whih is,in a sense, the standard model of a singularly perturbed dynamial system in the theory ofattrators (see [2, 3, 17℄). The appliations of this method to more general lasses of singularlyperturbed systems will be onsidered in a forthoming paper.2. The Main ResultFor " 2 (0; 1℄, we onsider the Cauhy problem for the damped wave equation in a smoothbounded domain 
 � R3(2.1) 8><>:"2�ttu+ �tu��u+ f(u) = g;u(0) = u0; �tu(0) = u1;uj�
 = 0;along with the paraboli Cauhy problem(2.2) 8><>:�tu��u+ f(u) = g;u(0) = u0;uj�
 = 0;obtained in the singular limit " ! 0. Here, g 2 L2(
) is independent of time and f 2 C2(R),with f(0) = 0, satis�es the standard growth and dissipation onditionsjf 00(u)j � f�1 + juj�; lim infjuj!1 f(u)u > ��1;where f � 0 and �1 > 0 is the �rst eigenvalue of �� on (L2(
); k � k; h�; �i) with Dirihletboundary onditions. We introdue the produt Banah spaesX0" = H10 (
)� L2(
); X1" = [H2(
) \H10 (
)℄�H10 (
);endowed with the normsk(u; v)k2X0" = kruk2 + "2kvk2; k(u; v)k2X1" = k�uk2 + "2kvk2:When " = 0, the seond omponents of the spaes X00 and X10 redue to f0g. It is well knownthat (2.1)-(2.2) generate strongly ontinuous semigroupsS"(t) : X0" ! X0"satisfying the ontinuous dependene estimates(2.3) kS"(t)�1 � S"(t)�2kX0" � etk�1 � �2kX0" ;



SINGULARLY PERTURBED DAMPED WAVE EQUATIONS 3for some  � 0 depending (inreasingly) only on the X0" -norms of �1 and �2 (see [1, 2℄).Notation. We denote the Hausdor� semidistane and the symmetri Hausdor� distane of twosubsets B1; B2 of a Banah spae X by, respetively,distX(B1; B2) = supb12B1 infb22B1 kx1 � x2kXand distsymX (B1; B2) = max�distX(B1; B2);distX(B2; B1)	:Throughout this paper, C � 0, ! > 0 and # 2 (0; 1) will denote generi onstants, while Q willdenote a generi inreasing positive funtion. All these quantities, unless otherwise stated, areindependent of ". Further dependenies will be spei�ed on ourrene. Besides, we setB "(r) = f� 2 X1" : k�kX1" � rg:In [9, 14, 15, 18℄ the following further fats are established.� There is r0 > 0 suh that the ball B "(r0) is uniformly exponentially attrating for S"(t), thatis, for every bounded set B � X0" ,(2.4) distX0" (S"(t)B; B "(r0)) � Q(kBkX0" )e�!t:� The semigroup S"(t) ful�lls a uniform asymptoti smoothing property: it an be split into thesum S"(t) = L"(t) +K"(t) in suh a way that, for every �1; �2 2 B "(r),(2.5) kL"(t)�1 � L"(t)�2kX0" � Ce�!tk�1 � �2kX0" ;kK"(t)�1 �K"(t)�2kX1" � Q(t)k�1 � �2kX0" :� For every � = (u0; u1) 2 B "(r), we have the uniform estimate(2.6) k�u(t)k2 + "2kr�tu(t)k2 + Z t+1t kr�tu(�)k2d� � C:� For every t; � 2 [0; T ℄ and every � 2 B "(r),(2.7) kS"(t)� � S"(�)�kX0" � Q(T )jt� � j:Here, Q depends on ".The main result of this paper reads as follows.Theorem 2.1. For every " 2 [0; 1℄, there exists an exponential attrator M" for the semigroupS"(t) ating on X0" whih satis�es the following properties.(P1) M" is bounded in X1" and in X01 , with bounds independent of ".(P2) The rate of attration is uniformly exponential: for every bounded set B � X0" ,distX0" (S"(t)B;M") � Q(kBkX0" )e�!t:(P3) The fratal dimension of M" in X0" is uniformly bounded, that is, dimX0" [M"℄ � C.(P4) The map " 7! M" is H�older ontinuous in the following sense: If "1 > "2, thendistsymX0"1 (M"1 ;M"2) � C("1 � "2)#:Reall that (see [5, 6, 7℄), given a semigroup S(t) on a Banah spae X, an exponentialattrator for S(t) is a ompat set M� X of �nite fratal dimension in X, positively invariantfor S(t) and suh that, for every bounded set B � X,distX(S(t)B;M) � Q(kBkX )e�!t:As realled in the introdution, a weaker result than Theorem 2.1 has been proved in [9, 13℄,where the existene of a family of exponential attrators M" has been shown, with a H�olderontinuity property only at " = 0. In this note, exploiting the ideas of [8℄, we establish the



4 A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKH�older ontinuity of M" for all " 2 [0; 1℄. We also mention that the growth restrition on f 00an be removed for " small enough, by using the methods of [19℄.3. The Assoiated Disrete SemigroupFor t? � 1 to be determined, we onsider the disrete semigroupS" = S"(t?) : X0" ! X0" :Our �rst step is to show the existene of a family of disrete exponential attrators for S",sharing analogous properties to those stated in Theorem 2.1. To this end, we will make use ofthe following abstrat result from [8℄, onerned with the existene of a family of exponentialattrators satisfying a H�older ontinuity property with respet to (regular) perturbations.Theorem 3.1. Let X and X1 be two Banah spaes with ompat embedding X1 b X, andlet P be a losed subset of X0 bounded in X1. For every " 2 [0; 1℄, assume that there exista Æ-neighborhood OÆ(P ) (Æ > 0) of the set P in X1 and a family of maps bS" : OÆ(P ) ! Psatisfying the following onditions.(C1) For every x1; x2 2 OÆ(P ),bS"x1 � bS"x2 = L"(x1; x2) +K"(x1; x2);where kL"(x1; x2)kX � #kx1 � x2kX ;kK"(x1; x2)kX1 � Ckx1 � x2kX :(C2) The family bS" is uniformly H�older ontinuous with respet to ", that is,supx2OÆ(P ) kbS"1x� bS"2xkX � Cj"1 � "2j#:Then, there exists a family of losed sets Md" � P , positively invariant for bS", suh thatdistX(bSn" P; Md" ) � Ce�!n;(3.1) dimX [Md" ℄ � C;(3.2) distsymX (Md"1 ; Md"2) � Cj"1 � "2j#;(3.3)where bSn" (n 2 N) is the family of disrete semigroups generated by the iterations of bS".Remark 3.2. As Md" is positively invariant, (C1) and (C2) imply that the thesis of Theorem 3.1ontinues to hold if we replae Md" withMd";1 = bS"Md" � Md" � P:Indeed, Md";1 is learly positively invariant and ompat, and the analogues of (3.1)-(3.2) areapparent. Conerning the analogue of (3.3), we observe that, if xj 2 Md"j ;1, then xj = bS"wj, forsome wj 2 Md"j . Hene, from (C1) and (C2),kx1 � x2kX � kbS"1w1 � bS"1w2kX + kbS"1w2 � bS"2w2kX � Ckw1 � w2kX + Cj"1 � "2j;and the onlusion follows from (3.3).However, we annot diretly employ this abstrat result for our purposes, sine the phase spaeunder onsideration depends expliitly on ". In order to overome this diÆulty, we introdue,for any " 2 [0; 1℄, the saling operators T" : Xj" ! Xj1 , de�ned byT"(�; �) = (�; "�);



SINGULARLY PERTURBED DAMPED WAVE EQUATIONS 5and we onstrut "-saled maps bS" : X01 ! X01 assoiated with S" asbS"(y; z) = T"S"T�1" (y; z):When " = 0, we set T�10 (y; z) = (y; 0), so thatbS0(y; z) = S0(y; 0):With this position, if � 2 Xj" , we have the equality k�kXj" = kT"�kXj1 .Our goal is now to apply Theorem 3.1 to the "-saled maps bS", with X = X01 , X1 = X11 andP = B 1(r), for a �xed r > r0. Note that, sine X11 is reexive, B 1 (r) is losed in X10 . FixingÆ > 0, it is apparent from (2.5) that, if we �x t? large enough,bS" : OÆ(B 1(r))! B 1(r);with OÆ(B 1 (r)) = B 1 (r + Æ), and ondition (C1) of Theorem 3.1 is satis�ed by settingL"(x1; x2) = bL"x1 � bL"x2;K"(x1; x2) = bK"x1 � bK"x2;where bK" = T"K"(t?)T�1" and bL" = T"L"(t?)T�1" . If we an prove that (C2) holds as well, andwe have the boundary layer ondition(3.4) T�1" bS"B 1(r) is bounded in X01 uniformly with respet to " > 0,then we laim that there exists a family of ompat setsMd" = T�1" Md";1 � T�1" B 1 (r) = B "(r);positively invariant for S" and uniformly bounded in X10 , suh thatdistX0" (Sn" B " ;Md" ) � Ce�!n;(3.5) dimX0" [Md" ℄ � C;(3.6) distsymX0"1 (Md"1 ;Md"2) � C("1 � "2)#; "1 > "2:(3.7)In order to prove the laim, we �rst note that, by onstrution and in view of (3.4), Md"is ompat, ontained in B "(r) and uniformly bounded in X01 . Moreover, using the positiveinvariane of Md";1, we observe thatS"Md" = T�1" bS"Md";1 � T�1" Md";1 =Md" :Sine T" is just a saling, (3.1)-(3.2) easily imply (3.5)-(3.6). The H�older ontinuity (3.7) isslightly more deliate. From (3.4),k�2xkZ0 � C"; 8x 2 Md";1;where �2 is the projetion of X00 onto its seond omponent Z0. Indeed, x = bS"w, for somew 2 Md" � B 1 (r). Assume now "1 > "2 > 0, and let �j = (�j ; �j) 2 Md"j . Setting zj = "j�j , wehave T"j�j = (�j ; zj) 2 Md"j ;1:Making use of the inequality1"22 k"2z1 � "1z2k2Z0 � 2kz1 � z2k2Z0 + 2("1 � "2)2"22 kz2k2Z0 � 2kz1 � z2k2Z0 + C("1 � "2)2;we obtaink�1 � �2k2X0"1 = k�1 � �2k2Y 0 + 1"22 k"2z1 � "1z2k2Z0 � 2kT"1�1 � T"2�2k2X01 + C("1 � "2)2:



6 A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKHene, (3.7) follows from (3.3). The ase "1 > "2 = 0 is immediate.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1We preliminarily note that it is suÆient to onstrut uniform exponential attratorsM" havingB "(r) as a basin of attration rather than the whole spae X0" . Namely, suh that(4.1) distX0" (S"(t)B "(r);M") � Ce�!t:Indeed, due to the uniform exponential attration property (2.4) and the Lipshitz ontinuity(2.3), we an appeal to the transitivity of the exponential attration, devised in [9℄, whih leadsto the desired onlusion (P2).The next two lemmas show that (3.4) and ondition (C2) hold true for S" = S"(t?).Lemma 4.1. For " > 0 and t � 1, the boundary layer estimatekS"(t)�kX01 � Q(�)holds for all � 2 X1" suh that k�kX1" � �.Proof. Along this proof, K � 0 is a generi onstant depending (inreasingly) on �, but inde-pendent of ". Let u(t) be the solution to (2.1) with initial data � = (u0; u1). From (2.6) and theontinuous embedding H2(
) � L1(
),ku(t)kL1 � Ck�u(t)k � CkS(t)�kX1" � Q(k�kX1" ) � K:Hene, in light of the assumptions on f ,k�u� f(u) + gk � K:Setting w = �tu, we an rewrite (2.1) as"2�tw + w = �u� f(u) + g:Sine the right-hand side is uniformly bounded in L2(
), we obtain, by solving expliitly theequation, k�tu(t)k � ku1ke�t="2 +K � �" e�t="2 +K:Thus, for t � 1, the required boundedness for kS"(t)�kX01 follows. �Lemma 4.2. For t � 1,kbS"1(t)x� bS"2(t)xkX01 � Q(�)eQ(�)tj"1 � "2j1=2;for all x 2 X11 suh that kxkX11 � �. Here, bS"j (t) = T�1"j S"j (t)T"j .Proof. Again, K � 0 is a generi onstant depending on �, but independent of "1; "2. Let us�rst prove the result for the ase " = "1 > "2 = 0. For x = (u0; u1), let u0(t) be the solutionto (2.2), and u"(t) the solution to (2.1) with initial data � = (u0; "�1u1). Then, the di�erenev = u0 � u" solves the equation�tv ��v = [f(u")� f(u0)℄ + "2�ttu";with v(0) = 0. Arguing as in the previous lemma,ku0(t)kL1 + ku"(t)kL1 � K;and, from the assumptions on f , we learn thatkf(u0)� f(u")k � Kkvk:Analogously, by (2.6), Z t+1t kr�tu"kkr�tvkd� � K:



SINGULARLY PERTURBED DAMPED WAVE EQUATIONS 7Setting � = 12krvk � "2hr�tu";rvi;and multiplying the equation above by ��v, we obtainddt�+ k�vk2 = hf(u0)� f(u");�vi� "2hr�tu";r�tvi � Kkrvk2+ k�vk2+ "2kr�tu"kkr�tvk:On aount of (2.6), "2jhr�tu";rvij � "2kr�tu"kkrvk � K"krvk:Consequently, 14krvk2 �K"2 � � � krvk2 +K"2:Hene, we end up with the di�erential inequalityddt� � K�+K"2 + "2kr�tu"kkr�tvk:As �(0) = 0, by (2.6) and the Gronwall lemma, we onlude that�(t) � KeKt"2;whih, in turn, implies that kru0(t)�ru"(t)k � KeKt":Conerning the norm of the seond omponent, Lemma 4.1 gives, for t � 1,k"�tu"(t)� 0k � K":In onlusion, we have proved that, if t � 1,kbS"(t)� � bS0(t)�kX01 � KeKt":Let us now onsider the remaining ase "1 > "2 > 0. We �rst observe that, from the inequalityabove,(4.2) kbS"1(t)� � bS"2(t)�kX01 � KeKt"1:This is not enough to �nish the proof of the lemma, and we need one more estimate. Letu1(t) and u2(t) be the solutions to (2.1) with " = "1 and " = "2 respetively, with initial data(u0; "�11 u1) and (u0; "�12 u1). Then, the di�erene v = u2 � u1 solves the equation"22�ttv + �tv ��v = [f(u1)� f(u2)℄ + ("21 � "22)�ttu1;with initial data v(0) = 0; �tv(0) = ("�12 � "�11 )u1:Reasoning as in the former ase, kf(u1)� f(u2)k � Kkvk:Besides, using (2.6) and equation (2.1) for u1, we �nd the ontrol"41 Z t+1t k�ttu1(�)k2d� � K:Thus, multiplying the equation above by �tv, and arguing in a standard way, we are led toddt�krvk2 + "22k�tvk2� � K�krvk2 + "22k�tvk2�+ "21("1 � "2)2k�ttu1k2;and the Gronwall lemma yieldskrv(t)k2 + "22k�tv(t)k2 � KeKt ("1 � "2)2"21 :
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